Medical Co-Founder // D2C Personalized Nutrition App

You want to make a difference in the world and do something outstanding for humanity? Look no further! We are looking for a health driven, open-minded medical expert and nutrition enthusiast as a Co-Founder: starting asap, full time, in Leipzig or remote.

We are healics, an ai-driven digital health app, with the vision to create a more productive and healthier population - well-being and health, quickly accessible to everyone and tailor-made to each person. **The digitization of preventive medicine!** On the basis of personal test profiles, it is possible to obtain extensive knowledge about the optimal way of nutrition and the necessary mechanisms help everyone lead a long, healthy and fulfilled life. Because above all stands your own health.

We already have our basic business model, spoke to first investors, partners and potential customers and got amazing results. Traction is already made, but now we have to make the next step to our first MVP! For this we need YOU as our medical co-founder.

**Your #1 Goal:** Product development for MVP & fully scalable product for testing and presenting to Health Insurance & VC’s!

Currently, we are applying to the HHL Digital Space Startup Program in Leipzig, which will start in March 2022. If successful, we will get a mentorship for 3 months. Furthermore we are in the process of EXIT-application, which will give us a salary of 3.000€ / month per founder for 1 year.

We need you as soon as possible! A one-time opportunity to build your own company from scratch, with a substantial portion of company shares - you become a real co-founder!

**Role**

- Co-Lead product development with the other 2 founders
- Future Role as Chief Medical Officer & Medical Product Lead
- Benchmark, evaluate and apply existing products / solutions
- Build up & manage a world class medical team and a powerful laboratory stack
- Build up a strong community of nutrition fellows & partners

**Requirements**

- Entrepreneurial mindset, great sense of ownership, hands on mentality
- Analytic & pragmatic work style, ambition to development a revolutionary product
- PhD./Master Degree in ecotrophology, biochemistry & nutrition or nutrition science
- Experience in the evaluation of laboratory scores with regard to nutrition & lifestyle

Furthermore:

- Openness to learn new things and to start a health revolution
- Affinity to use „food as medicine“

**Interested?**

Please drop us a line and send your CV to ronny.healics@gmail.com.

Let's get in touch!